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PRO PAD GEL SEAT INSERTS AND TOP PADS NOW AVAILABLE FROM KMS SPORTGROUP

KMS Sportgroup and Pro Pad Inc. are proud to announce the addition
of the full line of Pro Pad Gel Seat inserts and Top Pads to their
rapidly expanding accessory program for Canada.

The Pro Pad line of high tech Polymer Gel Inserts and Top Pads are a
favorite of many of the leading Custom Seat finishers, and bike
manufacturer’s throughout North America.

Featuring a Dry Polymer, Viscoelastic Gel material that will never
harden, the Pro Pad insert has an operating range of -60 to + 210
degrees. The Pro Pad Gel Pad and Top Pad attacks rider fatigue by
reducing shock, vibration, and unwanted pressure points. Unlike other
Gel cores, Pro Pad Gel inserts were originally designed for demanding
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medical applications and have now been reformulated for the
motorcycle rider.

Available in 6 precut sizes the Pro Pad Gel Insert offers a custom
seat builder, retailer or manufacturer, the maximum opportunity to
meet a broad range of customer needs.

For the customer who wishes to add a gel pad to his ride easily, the
Pro Pad line of Top Pads, offer the same high quality inserts in a
fully finished slip on pad in either Real Sheepskin, Leather or
quilted fabric covered Top Pad.

After many requests the company now also offers top pads for a range
of truck and commercial applications.
Installers, fabricators, and manufacturer’s inquire about our retail
referral program.

If it isn’t a Pro Pad, you aren’t using the best pads in Canada. Ask
for them by name, Pro Pad from KMS Sportgroup.

For further information, please contact KMS Sportgroup.
Tel: 604-617-4062 Fax: 604-298-8099
sales@kansport.com

www.kansport.com

Delivering the products of tomorrow, today!

If you would like to find out more about the Pro Pad program, or any
of the other exciting products from the KMS Sportgroup, visit their
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web site www.kansport.com, and sign up for their e-mail industry only
newsletter.

